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A collaboration of Data Centres and IT Professional Services company who recently formed the Global Data

Centre Partnership will exhibit at the upcoming IP EXPO event in London on the 4th and 5th of October.



19 September 2017:  The Global Data Centre Partnership is pleased to make their debut at the IP Expo

event in London’s ExCel, on the 4th and 5th October.  IP Expo is one of Europe’s key events to

demonstrate technology innovation. 



Colin Woods, Data Centre Services Director at PSTG who started the partnership said “the event is a

natural place for us to premier the Global Data Centre Partnership. We’re really excited to start

meeting businesses that would benefit from the state-of-the-art data centres that our members offer, and

need some Professional Services to help make that transition into the facility easier”.



This partnership saves considerable search-time for businesses seeking independent facilities – locally

or world-wide, and benefit from a truly collaborative engagement between the Data Centre and a technology

solutions provider. With a complete understanding of each other’s capability, strength and

connectivity, GDCP members can recommend the most appropriate Data Centre to either extend global reach,

or to form part of their business resilience plan.



Colin added “PSTG is like the glue that brings it all together – whether a customer requires a single

or multi-site Data Centre solution our professional services team makes sure the migration or transition

into the facility is as easy as possible – from purchasing hardware or getting more involved with

design, implementation and support”. 



Six of the 20 members will be present on the exhibition stand (H14) including PSTG

(http://www.pstg.co.uk) from London, Servecentric (https://www.servecentric.com/) in Dublin, MIGSOLV

(http://www.migsolv.com/) in Norwich, Custodian Data Centres (https://www.custodiandc.com/) in Kent,

Cogeco Peer 1 (https://www.cogecopeer1.com/) in Portsmouth, US and Canada, and Datum

(https://www.datum.co.uk/) in Farnborough. 



Check out our interactive map to see all the Global Data Centre Partnership member locations and carriers

supported. (http://pstg.co.uk/global-data-centre-partnership/)



Click here for more information about IP Expo

(http://www.ipexpoeurope.com/2017-Exhibitors/Global-Data-Centre-Partnership/?utm_source=IP17GLO) 
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